A hypergraph H = (X, It) is call ed a Me nger Syste m if the max imum ca rdinality of a family of pairwise di sjoint edges (v,(H)) is equal to th e minimum cardinality of a subset of ve rti ces whi ch meets eve ry edge (To(H».
Introduction
Prior to hi s presentation of the following problems in th e Graph Theory Unsolved Problem Sess ion of the National Meeting of th e Ameri can Mathe matical Soc iety in January, 1975, Alan 1. Goldman explain ed to me that his motivation was to show that questions of a social-poli cy nature can , wh e n given a mathemati cal interpretation, lead to techni cally interesting problems and, perhaps , some worthwhil e insights into th e motivating questions. H e considered a society (be it a country, a club, a school, or a corporation) in whi ch there are two distinct groups of people , say blac k and white or mathemati cian and nonmath emati cian. It is assumed that each individual , whil e be ing uncomfortabl e if he is not in contact with at least on e member of his own group , should for reasons of "integration" be in contac t with at least one membe r of the othe r group.
For example , consider a corporation in whi ch th e techni cal staff has r mathematicians , s nonmathematicians and r + s individual offi ces in whi ch to locate th e m. Cons truct a graph G on r + s verti ces corresponding to the r + s offices in which two verti ces are adjacent if the relative positions of the associated offices are such that th e occupants are likely to encounter each other. One would like to be abl e to partition V(G) into sets R 
) is minimized wh e re a and f3 are the positive "penalty values" associated with each isolate and enclave, respectivel y.
The qu estion concerning isolates led to th e work of Maurer [7] , "Vertex Colorings without Isolates," and indirectl y to [8] and [9] . In [7] the following conjecture is made. [2) . This stronger version (presumably not derived from a social question) has been proven by Lovasz [6] and Gyory [4) .
AMS
To my knowledge, however, no work pertaining to the second or third of Goldman's questions has been submitted for publication. Call vertex set S C;;;; X enclaveless in H if there are no enclaves of S. ( The complement of S in X may, or may not, contain enclaves.) This paper will be concerned with two different parameters arising from the construction of enclaveless sets. Following some comments about Menger and Konig systems in the next section, section 3 deals with the obvious relation of enclaveless sets to dominating sets and introduces the concept of an MK-System. Section 4 comprises a brief consideration of the "dual properties" and Dual MK-Systems which will be called KM-Systems. 
Menger and Konig Systems
Suppose H = (X, 'jg) is a hypergraph with X = {XI. X2, • • • x,J and ~ = {E b £2, ... E"J.
f3o(H) :S (XI(H), and H is called a Menger System if vl(H) = To(H) and is called a Konig System if f3o(H) = cxl(H).
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Enclaveless Sets and MK-Systems
If H = (X, ~ is a hypergrap h with 5 ' = X , then 5 wi ll be sa id to be max imally enclaveless if 5 is enclaveless and for each v f X -5 one has that 5 U {v} is not enc lave less . Le t /J-o(H) denote the s ize of the la rgest (maximall y) enclaveless set of H, a nd let 1To(H) denote the s ize of the smallest maximall y e nclave less set of H. A lso,S ' = X is call ed a dominating set if for eac h v f X -5 o ne has rev) n 5 7= 4>, a nd 5 will be sa id to be a n irredundant dominating set if it is a dominating set and fOT eac h v f 5 one has that 5 -v is not dominating. Now 'Yo(H) denotes the size of the smallest (irred undant) domina ting set, and 8o(H) will d enote the size of the largest irredundant dominating set. The example in the last paragraph of thi s section shows that Theorem 3 does not extend to general hypergraphs.
A singleton edge of hypergraph H is an edge of H that contai ns exacty one vertex. THEOREM 4: IfH is a hypergraph without singleton edges, then vl (H) :::; 1To(H).
Let 5 be a maximally e nclaveless set with 1 5 1 = 1Tr/H). We wish to prove that k :::; 1 5 I. 
Because 5 is maximall y enclaveless, for eac h vertex v f U~3H1Fi there must be an e nclave v' in 5 U {v}.
We will show (a) that v ' f (5 n (X -F)) U (U{~lFi) and (b) that the vertices v' are distinct. This implies that
Thus the assumption leads to a contradiction, implying the desired result k :s; ~I.
follows that v' E 5 and thus that v' E S n (X -F ). Next 
= {v} n (ur=J<3HIFj) = {v}. figure  1 , {iI, 2}, {3, 4}, {S, 6}, {7 , 8}, {9, 1O}, ill, 12}} is a family of pairwise disjoint edges and {I, 4, 5,8,9, 12} is a maximal enclaveless set. By Theorem 4 one has vl(Gd = 7To(G l) = 6. Since To (G l) = 7, Gl is an MK-System but not a Menger System. Theorems 3 and 4 combine to produce the next corollary .
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-COROLLARY . Any simple graph which is a Menger System is also all MK-System. Considering example 3 of section 2 as applied to graph G2 of figure 2, one obtains hypergraph H = (X, ~ where X = {1, 2, .3, 4} and '(; = {{1, 3}, {l, 4}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {I, 3, 4}, {2, 4, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {2, 1, 3}, {I In view of the previous terminology, it is natural to call hypergraph H a Dual MK System or a KM-System if H has no singleton vertices and f3o(H) = Pl(H).
Dual Concepts
